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The NASA Software Documentation Standard (hereinafter refened to as "Standard") is designed to support the documentation of
all software developed for NASA; its goal is to provide a framework and model for recording the essential information needed
thioughout the development life cycle and maintenance of a software system. The Standard will have been successfully applied if
the project manager (NASA) has tailored it to a minimum set and if the resulting documentation meets the following criteria:
The documentation goals of the project are adequately satisfied.
Clear descriptions of the software management, engineering, and assurance processes and products are provided.
Consistency of format across the project documentation is achieved.
Traceability to the untailored Standard is maintained.
Traceability between products of each phase of the development life cycle is maintained.
The organizational philosophy of the Standard is straightforward. There are four main volumes of produced documentation: the
Management Plan; Product Specification; Assurance and Test Procedures; and Management, Engineering, and Assmance
Reports. All project planning information, including management, engineering, and assmance planning, is documented in the
Management Plan. All technical engineering information is recorded in the Product Specification. All technical assmance
information is placed in the Assmance and Test Procedures. All reports are kept in the Management, Engineering, and Assmance
Reports.
The Standard provides a top level Data Item Description (DID) for a documentation set and a DID for each volume that consist
of a table of contents (format) along with requflements for what is to be adch-essed in each section (content). ff needed, the base
table of contents can be given gleater substructme thiough the use of additional DIDs. DIDs may be modified so that sections
that are not applicable are marked N/A and not used, and additional needed sections are added thiough tailoring. Volumes may be
produced either in the same top level document or in separate documents.
The major sections of the Standard are as follows: Section 1.0 provides propose, scope, and application of the Standard; Section
2.0 includes references, abbreviations, acronyms, and glossal3r. All requirements found in the Standard are contained in Section
3.0, with general requirements in Section 3.1, specific requirements for tailoring the Standard in Section 3.2, and requirements
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andrulesforcreatingdocumentationbasedonthetailoredStandmdinSection3.3.Section4.0, Quality Assurance Provisions,
addiesses assmance and enforcement of the Standard. Section 5.0, Packaging, does not apply to the Standard and is therefore not
applicable. Section 6.0 contains additional useful information, including explanations and examples. Appendix A contains a
tailoring checklist consisting of a single outline, using all the Data Item Descriptions (DIDs). Appendix B contains the two
master DIDs for creating documentation: the top level DID whose four sections me the four volumes (Software Documentation
Set DID) and a DID used for creating separate documents while maintaining traceability (Template DID). Appendices C, D, E,
and F contain, respectively, the DIDs for the Management Plan; Product Specification; Assmance and Test Procedures; and
Management, Engineering, and Assmance Reports.
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1.0 SCOPE, PURPOSE, AND APPLICATION
1.1 SCOPE
The NASA Software Documentation Standard (hereinafter refened to as Standard) can be applied to the documentation of all
NASA software. This Standard is limited to documentation format and content requirements. It does not mandate specific
management, engineering, or assurance standards or techniques.
1.2 PURPOSE
This Standard defines the forma and content of documentation for soflwme acquisition, developmem, and sustaining
engineering. Format requirements addiess where information shall be recorded and content requirements addiess what
information shall be recorded.
This Standard provides a framework to allow consistency of documentation across NASA and visibility into the complemness of
project documentation. This basic framework consists of four major sections (or volumes). The Management Plan contains all
plamfing and business aspects of a software project, including engineering and assmance planning. The Product Specification
contains all technical engineering information, including softwme requirements and design. The Assurance and Test Procedures
contains all technical assurance information, including Test, Quality Assurance (QA), and Verification and Validation (V&V).
The Management, Engineering, and Assmance Reports is the librm3r and/or listing of all project reports.
1.3 APPLICATION




IEEE Standard Glossm_ of Software Engineering Terminology. ANSI/IEEE Standard 729 1983. New York: hlstitute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc.
Militm3r Standard for Defense System Software Development, DoD STD 2167, 4 June 1985, and DoD STD 2167A, 27 October
1987.
NASA Software Management, As smance, and Engineering Policy, NM12410.10, March 26, 1991.
2.2 ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
AR Acceptance Review
CDR Critical Design Review
COTS Commercial Off The Shelf
CSC Computer Software Component
CSCI Computer Software Configuration Item
CSU Computer Software Unit
DID Data Item Description
DoD Department of Defense
ECP Engineering Change Proposal
FCA Functional Configuration Audit
GFE Government Furnished Equipment

















For terms not appeming in this glossm3r, refer to the IEEE Standmd Glossm3r (as referenced in Section 2.1).
Acceptance Review (AR) The phase transition review for the Acceptance and Delivel3r life cycle phase.
Acquirer An organization that obtains a capability, such as a softwme system.
Adaptation The tailoring of the documentation standmds (within the specifications of the rules and guidelines) for a specific
proglam, project, or software system.
Assurance Those activities, independent of the organization conducting the activity, that demonstrate the conformance of a
product or process to a specified criteria (such as a design or a standmd).
Assurance and Test Procedures One of four logical volumes in a documentation set; it encompasses all the technical (i.e.,
nonplanning) aspects of the assurance activities.
Baselining The official acceptance of a product or its placement under configuration management as defined in the Management
Plan.
Certification The process of confirming that a system, software subsystem, or computer proglam is capable of satisfying its
specified requirements in an operational environment. Certification usually takes place in the field under actual conditions, and is
used to evaluate not only the software itself, but also the specifications to which the software was constructed. Certification
extends the process of verification and validation to an actual or simulated operational environment.
Computer Software Component (CSC) A functional or logically distinct paat of a computer software configuration item.
Computer software components may be top level or lower level.
Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) A collection of software elements treated as a unit for the propose of
configuration management.
Computer Software Unit (CSU) The smallest logical emity specified in the design of a computer software component and the




DeveloperThewovider organization responsible for developmem of software.
Document A physically separam book in a documentation set.
Documentation Set The four logical volumes for a software system. These volumes are the Management Plan; Product
Specification; Assurance and Test Procedures; and Management, Engineering, and Assurance Reports.
Evolutional3r Acquisition The acquisition of software over a relatively long period of time in which two or more complem
iterations of a life cycle will be employed to revise and extend the system to such an extent as to require a major requirements
analysis and therefore subsequent life cycle iterations.
Firmware Hardware that contains a computer woglam and data that cannot be changed in its user environment. The computer
proglams and data contained in the firmware are classified as software; the circuitry containing the computer proglam and data is
classified as hardware.
Functional Configuration Audit (FCA) The formal examination of functional characteristics' test data for a computer software
configuration item, prior to acceptance, to verify that the item has achieved the performance specified in its functional or
allocated configuration identification.
Hardware Physical equipment used in data processing, as opposed to computer woglams, procedures, rules, and associamd
documentation.
hlcrement A predefined set of units integlated for integlation testing by the development organization in response to
incremental development plans.
hlcremental Developmem The process of developing a product before delivm3r in a series of segments. These segments remain
inmmal to the developmem organization. The process is used to help minimize risk. The segments are defined based on the
design and documenmd in the Design section of the Product Specification. The process leads to a single delive W unless used in
conjunction with "phased delivm3U'
hldependem Verification and Validation (IV&V) Verification and validaion performed by an organizaion independent of the
development organization. For complete independence, the IV&V organization reports directly to and is funded directly by the
acquirer.
Life Cycle (software) The period of time that starts when a software product is conceived and ends when the software is no
longer available for use. The software life cycle traditionally has eight phases: Concept and hlitiation; Requiremems;
Architectural Design; Detailed Design; hnplementation/Coordination; hlteglation and Test; Acceptance and Delivew; and
Sustaining Engineering and Operations. This example is referred to as the waterfall life cycle.
Management, Engineering, and Assurance Reports One of four logical volumes in the documentation set; it rewesents a
"logical" home for all reports and request forms.
Management Plan One of four logical volumes in a documentation set; it encompasses all planning information, including
management, engineering, and assurance planning.
Metric Quantitative measme of exmm or deglee to which software possesses and exhibits a certain characteristic, quality,
property, or attribute.
Partitioning The wocess of determiifing the contem for each delivm3r when using the phased delivm3r approach, or for
determining the content of each segment when using incremental development.
Phase The period of time during the life of a project in which a related set of software engineering activities are performed.
Phases may overlap.
Phase Transition Review The review at the end of a phase triggering transition to the next phase.














































This section contains all requflements for implementing the Standard, tailoring the D1Ds, and woducing the documentation.
Section 3.1, hnplementation Requflements, contains requflements for designing the overall structure of the project
documentation. Section 3.2, Tailoring Requirements, contains requirements for tailoring the D1Ds. Section 3.3, Documentation
Requflements, contains content and structure requirements for producing documentation.
3.1 IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
3.1.1 All delivered project documentation shall be produced in accordance with this Standard.
3.1.2 The project manager shall develop a documentation tree, or trees, as dictated by the structure of the project.
3.1.3 Each documentation tree shall addiess all four major sections (or volumes) of the Standard.
a. Management Plan
b. Product Specification
c. Assurance and Test Procedures
d. Management, Engineering, and Assurance Reports
3.1.4 The documentation tree shall contain at least one instance of each of these volumes.
3.1.5 This documentation tree (text or glaphic) shall be placed in Section 1.5, Documentation Organization, of each document
belonging to the tree.
3.1.6 The creation of documentation shall be accomplished by using the D1Ds (as tailored) contained in Appendices B thiough F
of this Standard.
3.1.7 For development and/or acquisitions of software having the highest classification (per NM12410.10), Sections 5.0 and 6.0
of the Acquisition Activities Plan section of the Management Plan shall be completed without tailoring.
3.2 TAILORING REQUIREMENTS
A certain amount of tailoring is expected on evel3r software acquisition or development project. The main puqoose of tailoring is
to achieve a balance between software documentation needs and cost. The project manager should not apply a requflement or ask
for a piece of documentation if it is not needed for the project's success. The project manager should consider the special risks,
needs, and limitations of a specific software project, and then tailor the D1Ds accordingly.
Tailoring of this Standard consists of the following: a) evaluating individual sections of the D1Ds to determine the extent to
which the documentation called for is needed in a specific application; and b) modifying the D1Ds by adding new sections,
identifying sections that are not applicable (N/A), or changing text within sections in order to clarify the intent of that section.
The complete table of contents for a documentation set is included in Appendix A. This table of contents can serve as a detailed
tailoring checklist.
3.2.1 The project manager, in conjunction with the product assmance manager, shall tailor the D1Ds to a specific software











The DIDs describe the format and contents for each section of the documentation set. Additionally, some sections of a DID
specify the use of a lower level DID to prepare that particular section. This lower level DID contains the subsections and their
format and content descriptions.
3.3.1 Project documentation shall be created using the DIDs, as tailored by the project manager, without reordering or
renumbefing.
3.3.2 All documents shall follow the section numbering and content description found in the tailored DIDs.
3.3.3 Each section and subsection shall contain one of six entries:
a. hfformation (text or glaphics pertaining to the section).
b. TBD, if the information is not ready.
c. N/A and the rationale for marking the section N/A.
d. A pointer to a section of a document in the woject's documentation woduced using this Standard. This type of pointer
should be used when a more general description of the item to be documented is already called for elsewhere and that
section is sufficient for the needs of the section doing the pointing. Typically, this involves pointing from a section in one
DID to a section in another DID.
e. A pointer to a section of a document NOT woduced using the Standard. This type of pointer should be used if the section
is to be produced using a format other than that specified in this Standard. A pointer of this type shall direct the reader to the
exact location of the needed information. There must be a separate pointer for each section and subsection in the tailored
DIDs. The sectioning found in the tailored DIDs must be maintained in the produced documentation to ensure traceability to
the tailored DIDs and to ensure mfiformity in the application of the Standard. For documents that will be produced multiple
times (for example, multiple Product Specifications), a one time mapping should be produced for that type of document and
included in the introductory material of that document.
f. A pointer to a rolled out document (as described in Section 3.3.8).
3.3.4 ff a particular class of document (for example, Test Procedures) is to be woduced in a format different from that given in
the DIDs, the project manager shall produce a detailed mapping that indicates precisely where each piece of information called
for in the DIDs may be found. This mapping shall then be included once in Section 1.5, Documentation Organization, of the
Management Plan.
3.3.5 All new sections creaed shall only contain information that cannot apwopriately be placed anywhere else in the tailored
DIDs.
3.3.6 Each document shall contain a list (in the form of a table of contents) in Section 1.5, Documentation Organization, that























Note tha the document entry in brackets ([]) is to be expanded zero or more times depending on the number of levels of roll out
from the documentation set parent. Additional information may be included on the rifle page as specified by deliveor
requirements.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
The proglam/project manager is responsible for assuring and enforcing this Standard in the following ways:
a. Emphasizing correct enforcement and intei])retation of this Standard as the documentation is being prepared.
b. Evaluating use of the Standard during the phase transition reviews indicated by the life cycle.
c. hfitiating activities specifically to assure documentation is prepared according to the Standard, such as reviews or audits.
These activities should be explicitly called out in the Assmance Plan section of the Management Plan.
It is the responsibility of any reviewer to be familiar with the particular aspects of this Standard that are applicable to the products
or processes under review and to question any deviations. In particular, a reviewer should ensure:






Not Applicable. There are no packaging requiremems associated with this Standard.
6.0 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
THIS SECTION CONTAINS NO REQUIREMENTS.
This section provides additional information and examples for certain elements of the Standard. The examples are given as the
most likely inteqoretation of the requirements given in the Standard, but are not exclusive.
6.1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACQUIRER AND PROVIDER
The Standard defines two types of organizations, acquflers and providers. The acqufler is the organization that is prochasing the
software, product, or associated service. In most cases, the acquirer is NASA or an organization within NASA. The provider is
the organization that is delivering that product or service. This can be a contractor, a separate NASA organization, or, in some
cases, the acquirer and provider are the same organization. A provider may provide software, IV&V, subcontractor support,
consulting, etc. A provider is ultimately responsible for providing something to the acqufler in accordance with the acqufler's
requirements.
If the acqufler of a software system is NASA and the provider is a contractor, a typical scenario of how the acqufler and provider
documents would be produced is as follows. The acqufler determines that a software system is needed, and creates a
Management Plan (in particular, an Acquisition Plan) for that software. The acqufler then creates an RFP and SOW based on this
plan. The provider wimling the contract will produce a Management Plan based on the SOW, and a Product Specification,
Assurance and Test Procedures, and Management, Engineering, and Assmance Reports based on that Management Plan. The
acquirer will continue documentation in its Management Plan, and will create Assurance and Test Procedures and Management,
Engineering, and Assurance Reports for the acqufler's activities.
6.2 DOCUMENT TITLES
The following is an example of a cover page for a document when complying with requflements 3.3.7 and 3.3.8.3. Assuming that







case, NASA DID M100, Acquisition Activities Plan.
6.3 TAILORING CHECKLIST
Appendix A contains a detailed outline (in the form of a table of contents) of evel3r section and subsection comprising the
Management Plan; Product Specification; Assurance and Test Procedures; and the Management, Engineeiing, and Assurance
Reports. This list may be a useful aid to the person tailoring the Standard. To use the list, simply go down the list and check off
evel3r section and subsection as applicable or nonapplicable. Once this is done, go thiough the list again and check off any
sections that will contain pointers, either due to roll out or because the information is found somewhere else. Once this is
completed, this list is placed in Section 1.5, Documentation Organization, of each document produced in order to satisfy
requirement 3.3.6.
